The Consumer Electronics Association (“CEA”) is pleased to submit these comments in response to the inquiry of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“PTO”) with respect to copyright issues critical to economic growth, job creation, and cultural development. CEA is the principal U.S. trade association of the consumer electronics and information technologies industries, with more than 2,000 member companies. CEA appreciates the intention of the PTO and the Department of Commerce (“DOC”) Internet Policy Task Force (“Task Force”) in seeking a balanced approach to these issues. The Green Paper released on July 31, 2013 already reflects extensive consultation and is a valuable resource. CEA appreciates that by planning stakeholder roundtables that include representatives of the technology, user, and public interest communities the PTO will further encourage calm and reasoned evaluation of emerging copyright issues. These issues reflect the evolution of our society, its technology, and our past and future innovation.

The Request For Comments (“Request”) invites discussion of any or all of five principal issues. CEA addresses each of these, starting with those with which CEA members have had longstanding concerns.

Statutory Damages

CEA has urged statutory damage reform since the time a member manufacturer was obliged to “bet the company” on a paradigm-changing product, the consumer videocassette recorder (“VCR”). This product was the first to afford consumers the choice of when and with whom they would enjoy motion picture content. Ultimately the VCR created a new and substantially larger market for content providers. Yet the first company to market VCRs to consumers had to consider that the product’s copyright status was a “gray area” in U.S. law, and that therefore the company faced potentially ruinous statutory damages if courts did not

agree that it would be legal to distribute this product to consumers. Sony Corporation’s innovation and investment remained safe from ruin by the narrowest possible margin: a five-to-four vote, after rehearing, in the United States Supreme Court. But one of the pioneers of a successor technology, the Digital Video Recorder (“DVR”), was essentially sued out of business.2

CEA is gratified that the Green Paper recognizes that for online services the potential for out-of-scale statutory damages can chill investment by the largest as well as the smallest entities. This recognition, however, is incomplete. As the Replay DVR case illustrates, innovation in mass hardware and software products – successors to the VCR in the Internet age – poses risks of similar scale. Thus the focus of roundtables or forums discussing statutory damage reform should be on devices and software, as well as on services.

Since the Sony litigation, CEA (like the Green Paper) has focused on potential claims of indirect infringement – contributory, vicarious, and “inducement” – as the major threat to innovation. The chill of statutory damages has grown alongside courts’ consideration of secondary liability, beyond the contributory infringement allegation considered in Sony. In Grokster3 the Supreme Court, while essentially preserving Sony’s contributory safe harbor for products with commercially significant non-infringing uses, opened the door to “inducement” liability for the same conduct. This doctrine continues to evolve so remains unclear to innovators and potential plaintiffs alike. Plaintiffs and some courts4 also continue to bypass the Sony safe harbor for innovation by expanding the doctrine of vicarious liability, and in such cases the trend is to seek liability against investors and officers as well as the corporation,5 exposing them to potential damage claims that would be ruinous for most individuals and families.

Given the continuing legal uncertainties about the precise boundaries between direct and secondary infringement, the chilling effect of statutory damages on innovation is not
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2 CEA’s CEO Gary Shapiro testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee on July 22, 2004: “On November 14, 2001, three major motion picture studios made the following independent allegation against a manufacturer of personal video recorder consumer electronics devices: ‘The Seeking, Recording, Sorting and Storage Features’ Defendants cause, accomplish, facilitate and induce the unauthorized reproduction of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted works in violation of law. *** The ReplayTV 4000 device provides expanded storage, up to (currently) a massive 320 hour hard drive, which allows the unlawful copying and storage of a vast library of material. *** ReplayTV 4000's expanded storage and sorting features organize disparate recordings into coherent collections, and cause, facilitate, induce and encourage the storage or ‘librarying’ of digital copies of the copyrighted material, which harms the sale of DVDs, videocassettes and other copies, usurps Plaintiffs' right to determine the degree of ‘air time’ a particular program receives in various cycles of the program’s distribution …. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc., No. 01-09801, Compl. of MGM, Orion Pictures, Twentieth Century Fox, Universal City Studios, and Fox Broadcasting, ¶¶ 24-25 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 14, 2001) (only bolded emphasis is supplied). These allegations were grouped and made separately from those concerning the ‘distribution’ (¶¶ 19-23) and ‘autoskip’ (¶¶ 28-29) features that received more press attention.” Replay’s parent company filed for bankruptcy in March, 2003, citing legal expenses. See Katie Dean, Bankruptcy Blues for PVR Maker, Wired, Mar. 24, 2003, http://www.wired.com/entertainment/music/news/2003/03/58160.


5 Id. at 84 – 92.
limited to secondary liability claims. Plaintiffs suing online services and hardware makers for indirect infringement are also commonly including claims of direct infringement, of comparable scale and potential consequence. For example, in a lawsuit brought against the satellite service XM Radio, copyright owners alleged a direct infringement of the distribution right, despite the fact that the device in question enabled time-shifting quite similar to that approved by the Supreme Court in the *Sony* case. More recently, direct infringement claims were brought against both Cablevision and Aereo, despite the alleged infringement having been instigated by end-users, not the technology companies. While in those cases the courts rejected these claims, copyright owners continue to attack the “volitional act” doctrine on which those rulings were based.

The potential for out-of-scale awards thus grows along with the scale of the Internet itself. Copyright attaches to most works and expressions. Increasingly, the most mundane businesses and services rely on “Big Data” analysis for efficiency, planning, and marketing. This may entail access to and temporary or transformative storage of or linking to a great many works – even for a service offered directly or indirectly by a small business. To take just one example, a music identification service, such as that offered by UK-company Shazam, depends on making transient reproductions of millions of sound recordings for the purpose of deriving audio fingerprints than can be used to later identify songs. Today, Shazam reportedly drives more than $300 million in legitimate online music purchases. Yet had Shazam built its database in the US it could have been exposed to trillions of dollars in statutory damages. This trend can only multiply the circumstances in which an innovator must consider the prospect of a ruinous award for a later finding of infringement. This prospect is real and has already damaged innovation.
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7 Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2008); WNET, Thirteen v. Aereo, Inc., 712 F.3d 676 (2d Cir. 2013).
8 See, e.g., Fox Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Dish Network L.L.C., No. 12-57048, Brief of Amicus Curiae Movie and Music Entities at 7-25 (9th Cir. Dec. 20, 2012).
9 See Shazam, [http://www.shazam.com/music/web/about.html](http://www.shazam.com/music/web/about.html).
11 See Arista v. Lime Group, 784 F. Supp. 2d 313 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 10, 2011) (“Plaintiffs are suggesting an award that is ‘more money than the entire music recording industry has made since Edison’s invention of the phonograph’….”).
12 See Michael A. Carrier, *Copyright And Innovation: The Untold Story*, 2012 Wisconsin L. Rev. 891 (2012). Carrier’s research “underscores the dramatic effects of statutory damages, which can reach billions of dollars. It offers first-hand accounts of innovators who found themselves on the receiving end of personal lawsuits. It shows how the labels exploited a lack of legal clarity to promote their goals. And it highlights some of the industry’s threats to innovators who sought to create legal alternatives to distribute digital music.” *Id.* at 896. See also Pamela Samuelson, Phil Hill &Tara Wheatland, *Statutory Damages: A Rarity in Copyright Laws Internationally. But For How Long?* Journal of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A., Mar. 27, 2013, [UC Berkeley Public Law Research Paper No. 2240569](http://www.lsm.umich.edu/papers/09-004.pdf), “Statutory damages have often been criticized as ‘arbitrary, inconsistent, unprincipled, and sometimes grossly excessive.’ U.S. courts have failed to develop guidelines to ensure that these awards actually are just, and many times they are not. Virtually all of the law review literature in the United States has criticized the U.S. statutory damage regime. And yet, the United States has insisted upon exporting this ‘extraordinary’ remedy to other nations through bilateral and plurilateral treaties, as well as other mechanisms.” Electronic copy at 1-2, note omitted.
Based on these trends, CEA urges that in considering the need for statutory damage reform the PTO roundtables and forums should focus on the range of “gray area” innovation that may now be chilled. At a minimum, the focus should include:

- Widely distributed hardware and software products, by encountering large numbers of works, are potentially subject to massive claims for statutory damages.

- Online services are threatened by claims of direct as well as secondary liability.

- The innovation threatened is that of small businesses and startups as well as of established companies, and concerns data as well as entertainment.

- In the context of roundtable discussion (as opposed to legislation), CEA believes that these subjects cannot be divorced from the underlying litigation trends – novel direct claims against service providers, and novel indirect claims against product distributors and service providers. Hence, the subject of statutory damages cannot be considered in isolation.

- The potential for statutory damage claims in marginal cases to chill innovation and entry has been well documented through exhaustive study, yet the benefits of giving plaintiffs the statutory damage weapon in “gray area” cases has been scarcely documented, because current law does not require any threshold determination that the remedy is appropriate to the case. In particular, proponents of the status quo must come forward with evidence suggesting that the application of statutory damages claims to service providers, where such awards can amount to trillions of dollars, actually provides meaningful marginal deterrence value. After all, there is no real difference to most companies between a damages award measured in hundreds of millions, and one measured in trillions. These statutory damages provisions have been in the Copyright Act for decades; accordingly, it should be expected that those who support them should have a rich body of evidence derived from application of these provisions against blameworthy technology innovators. Anecdotal accounts, however, suggest that some of the most publicized judgments are far in excess of what defendants are able to pay, which again raises questions about the marginal deterrence value of these massive sanctions. A focus of discussion, therefore, should also be whether and to what extent the availability of statutory damages actually does provide a deterrent against calculated infringement of copyright.

13 Carrier, id. at 48.
14 Samuelson et al., id., IV.B.
15 See, e.g., Columbia Pictures Indus., Inc. v. Fung, No. 2:06-cv-05578-SVW-JC, Defendants’ Supplemental Brief Regarding Jury Instructions at 14 – 15 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 10, 2013) “Plaintiffs are attempting to avoid ever having to provide discovery about the value of and damages for particular works, because they have refused to identify them in time for Defendants to complete any meaningful investigations or conduct discovery,” and quoting plaintiffs’ counsel, in response to a question from the court as to why $600 million in statutory damages has been demanded, “we believe a couple to a few million dollars would exhaust Mr. Fung’s or defendants’ ability to pay…” Id. at 4.
Online Services and The DMCA

CEA agrees with the Green Paper perspective that the present focus should be on reviewing practices and transparency, rather than on any prospective change to the statute. The PTO should establish clear “ground rules” that the multi-stakeholder discussions must be premised on the existing section 512 statutory regime (as interpreted by the courts). There will be no progress if content owners immediately raise “out of scope” issues that have already been repeatedly rejected by courts, such as mandatory content filtering or “takedown-staydown” obligations.

CEA offers these initial observations:

• Transparency expectations should extend to content providers as well as service providers. Service providers continue to improve the respects in which they make data available about their own practices and responses to requests. This has not been balanced by information on their policies and practices regarding the sending of takedown notices. For example, content owners should be asked to disclose how many notices they send, to which service providers, and the actual costs to content owners of searching for and requesting the takedown of user postings. Perhaps most importantly, content owners should be asked to define their definition of “success” when submitting notices, as unrealistic goals can color the perceptions of participants. In addition, content owners should be prepared to discuss what strategies they have put into place to ensure accuracy in their submission procedures, as well as what steps have been taken to allow users whose materials have been erroneously targeted to object to such notices. Transparency on these issues is a prerequisite to any objective discussion about where burdens ought to lie.

• Any forum should recognize that the universe of service providers includes small entities as well as large, and that users also have a stake. A look at the Copyright Office’s registry of Copyright Agents makes it clear that thousands of service providers, including many startups and small and medium businesses, rely on the DMCA safe harbors. A mechanism should be sought for incorporating their concerns in any discussion regarding the burdens of the notice-and-takedown process. Smaller service providers lack the resources of larger ones yet sooner or later will be faced with similar expectations. When standard practices are discussed, this should be kept in mind.

• Just as the diversity of “content owner” statutory damage plaintiffs and defendants has grown, so too have potential parties to Section 512 claims become more numerous and diverse. Future discussions should acknowledge that there are stakeholders other than the major entertainment and service companies, and that the works at issue extend beyond music and motion pictures. In particular, there is now a thriving market for online copyright enforcement vendors (as can be seen in Google’s Transparency Report) with varying expertise and differing market specializations. Given that these entities increasingly represent the operational expertise when it comes to sending takedown
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16 See Hotfile at 28 – 33.
notices, any discussion should also require them to disclose their methods, pricing, and strategies to ensure accuracy.

CEA believes that a full exploration of each of these factors and expectations is necessary before any conclusions might be drawn about how well the Section 512 processes are working, and about whether there should be any change in what is expected of any of the present or future participants in this process.

**Digital First Sale**

A right of digital first sale should continue to be discussed as technology and media evolve. The first sale exception, so important to open commerce and competition, must remain meaningful. Yet a trend in contracts and case law would derogate this right in favor of adhesive contracts that serve to strengthen the market power enjoyed by some copyright holders.17

Particularly in light of extended copyright terms, a healthy right of first sale is needed to preserve works for future generations. Copyright proprietors promote and thus preserve only so many works – today, public domain works from the 19th Century are more readily available than are books published in the last several decades.18 Digitization of works and storage efficiencies ought to be tools that preserve and protect copyrighted works but, without a right of digital first sale, may have the opposite effect. Technical progress entails changes in media formats. The absence of a digital first sale right means that as current storage formats give way to successors, the works stored on them become inaccessible to those who purchased them, and to those to whom they might be given or bequeathed. Whereas purchased discs and books are alienable, digitally stored works face oblivion. Consumers have been obliged to repurchase works on successor media, but can do so only so long as the rights holder supports the work and can be found.

The fact that copyright term outlasts the viability of digital storage formats puts an unfair burden on consumers and threatens to remove works from the literary, as well as the
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17 *See Vernor v. Autodesk*, 621 F.3d 1102, 115 (9th Cir. 2010) in which the court acknowledges, but dismisses in light of precedent, concerns that “our decision (1) does not vindicate the law's aversion to restraints on alienation of personal property; (2) may force everyone purchasing copyrighted property to trace the chain of title to ensure that a first sale occurred; and (3) ignores the economic realities of the relevant transactions, in which the copyright owner permanently released software copies into the stream of commerce without expectation of return in exchange for upfront payment of the full software price. … [and] that a broad view of the first sale doctrine is necessary to facilitate the creation of secondary markets for copyrighted works, which contributes to the public good by (1) giving consumers additional opportunities to purchase and sell copyrighted works, often at below-retail prices; (2) allowing consumers to obtain copies of works after a copyright owner has ceased distribution; and (3) allowing the proliferation of businesses.”

public, domain. In the absence of technical measures, fair use may allow some consumers to preserve some of their purchases. But, particularly where technical measures are present, a better solution, involving a general right and ability to store a work in successor formats, is necessary. Accommodations for libraries and educational institutions will provide some core protection, but in CEA’s view this is not enough. Rights of first sale, generally, ought to evolve along with technology.

Remixes

CEA generally has favored the recognition and preservation of fair use rights of users who store, render, or generate content, as opposed to one-off exceptions or licenses. Code-like approaches can raise questions or implications about areas not covered, and can also give rise to dissatisfaction, by both content owners and users, as technologies or circumstances change. Therefore, valuable initiatives like Creative Commons and Google’s Content ID System should be viewed as complements rather than alternatives to fair use.

Whether or not sampling is involved, all music is influenced by what has gone before. Fair use and core notions of what can be protected similarly evolve. Over time conventions emerge, such as that chord progressions and titles of songs are not protectable, even when explicitly and knowingly copied. Reports of a recent study indicate that at least some remixes tend to be promotional in nature and thus enhance rather than detract from sales of the underlying work.19 This finding aligns with those of earlier studies of audio home recording practices,20 which have demonstrated that consumers who are most active in obtaining music on an unlicensed basis are also the more active in purchasing or listening to music on a licensed basis.

Online Licensing Environment

CEA applauds the private sector efforts to bring some coherence to the processes of identifying rights holders and obtaining licenses, but believes that there is much to be done before a central database or platform would be workable or could ever solve all problems. The Internet enables the creation of copyrighted works in numbers that exponentially exceed any other era. Yet even for published works, registration is
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uncommon. Content owners also do not universally rely on registries. For example, SoundExchange, a statutory license administrator, relies on its own data and registrations; ISRC codes are collected but not relied upon.

CEA believes that additional incentives will be necessary before public databases can be considered sufficiently reliable. CEA agrees with the PTO that this process should be driven primarily by the industries involved, building on the steps being taken by the Copyright Office. The idea of a “hub” should be considered only once these steps have been taken and evaluated.

* * *

CEA appreciates this opportunity to provide its views.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael E. Petricone
Senior Vice President
Government Affairs
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